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I. Introduction  
 
Switzerland has been a federation since 1848. Constituted by the Swiss people and 
the twenty six cantons the Swiss Federation provides a cultural, i.e. cantonal diversi-
ty. The federal governmental structure enabled the accommodation of diversity as 
well as multiculturalism along with unity within a political nation-state. I seek to point 
this out in this paper by interpreting Swiss federalism and the legal federal system of 
Switzerland on the basis of Luhmann’s system theory.  
 
II. Conceptual Framework 
 
In addressing the following conceptual questions I will apply Luhmann’s system 
theory: what is multiculturalism, what is the role of the cantons in this regard, what 
occurrence has multiculturalism within federalism and what is the understanding of 
federalism in general? In chapter II. I shall argue that through the system theoretical 
approach culture can be integrated into society, as the encompassing social system, 
by linking it to the cantons. Hence I shall continue arguing that the cantons represent 
subsystems in the system federalism. As a consequence of this argument the can-
tons make multiculturalism discernable within federalism. Federalism contains further 
subsystems, such as the legal federalism, the social federalism, the economic fede-
ralism et al. Finally I would define federalism based on the difference of the differen-
tiations of its subsystems to the environment. In chapter III. I shall place emphasis on 
the legal federalism and its relation to federalism. 
 
1. Luhmann’s system theory, the concept implementation 
While other system theories have been focusing on the system as an entirety of its 
components1, Luhmann’s concept is based on the difference-theoretical perspective: 
the differentiation of the system and its environment2. As a result of this perspective, 
a system can be defined by a boundary (“Leitdifferenz”3) between itself and its envi-
ronment. This boundary is the system’s form, which individualizes4 the system and 
                                                 
1 LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 20-24. 
2 „System/Umwelt-Differenz“, LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 22 et seq. 
3 LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 18 et seqq., 57. 
4 THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 1076: „The differentiation between the 
system and the environment is also the routing criterion, according to Luhmann’s terminology „die 
Leitdifferenz“, which is decisive for the formation of system-types.“. 
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makes the environment the other side of it.5 As a consequence, the differentiation to 
the environment is form-relevant for the system, so every system needs and has a 
specific environment6. Necessary for this distinction is the observation of the 
processes inside of the system, and the relation of each system to its elements (self-
reference) as well as an observation and distinction to the relations it has to the envi-
ronment (extrinsic-reference).7 The difference between the self-reference and extrin-
sic-reference corresponds then to the boundary of the system.8 The environment is 
always different pursuant to the boundary of each system and dependant on its intern 
operations. Luhmann introduces at this point of his concept the term “autopoiesis”9, 
the ability of the system to produce and reproduce its own elements, and operations 
(time-referenced elements) and in so doing to define its unity.10 The system-
characteristic operations of social systems are according to Luhmann “communica-
tions”11.12 Communications reproduce themselves due to other communications of 
the system and hence constitute its unity.13 The autopoietic system is consequently 
operationally closed14, which enables it to be autonomous and to differentiate itself 
from the environment, meaning to have an identity.15 Moreover the autopoiesis pro-
duces not only the differentiation to the environment, but also reproduces the sys-
tem/environment-difference inside of the system and builds further (sub-) systems.16 
                                                 
5 LUHMANN, Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 60, 77; THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechts-
geschichte“, p. 1076. 
6 LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 35, 249; THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, 
p. 1076.  
7 THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, p.1077; CORSI GIANCARLO, GLU, Glos-
sar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 163 et seqq. 
8 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 77 
9 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 65; ESPOSITO ELENA, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas 
Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 29-33. 
10 ESPOSITO ELENA, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 29. THIER, 
„Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 1079 et seq.   
11 BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 89: Commu-
nication is a select process, „consisting of the message, the information and the understanding of the 
difference between the information and the message“.; LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, 
p. 81; LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 193 et seqq. 
12 BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 89; LUH-
MANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 70-73; LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 192,193. 
13 ESPOSITO ELENA, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 29. 
14 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 68, 92; THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche 
Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 1081; LUHMANN, Das Recht der Gesellschaft, p. 34 et seq. 
15 Luhmann states here a distinction between social and psychic systems and their innate operations: 
the communication for the former and thoughts for the later. No system can operate beyond its boun-
dary because of the operative closure. The compatibility with other systems within the environment is 
carried out by the „structural couplings“: the environment has an influence on the structures of a sys-
tem, which regulate the operational mode of a system, see below.  
16 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 597; BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas 
Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 27.  
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Luhmann describes this process as “system-differentiation”17. Thus the autopoiesis is 
causal for the formation of systems within the encompassing system18, each with a 
particular operative mode. The system itself becomes then an “intern environment” 
for the subsystems.19 Every subsystem has a specific environment, because it in-
cludes the other respectively different systems within the encompassing system.20 
The crucial moment at this juncture then is the differentiation between the social sub-
systems and the encompassing system. The unity of the differentiations between the 
subsystem and the encompassing system is, according to Luhmann, “the function, 
that the subsystem fulfils for the encompassing system”21. He proceeds by marking 
those operationally closed self-referential subsystems as “functional systems”22, be-
cause it’s their function that individualizes them. For the accomplishment of their 
function, as the decisive point of reference, the subsystems need a “binary code”.23 
The autopoietic operations within the functional system comply with this binary code, 
which is unique for each system.24  
Since according to Luhmann’s theory every system operates closed within its boun-
dary the compatibility with other systems has to be constituted by the structural 
couplings. Trough those couplings the environment (including other (sub-) systems) 
has an influence on the structures of a system, which then affects the intern opera-
tions of the system, because the structures set the “facility scope” for the opera-
tions.25 Still, within that scope the system-specific operations stay autopoieticly con-
nected and perform autonomously.26  
                                                 
17 also called „intern-differentiation“, cf. LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 258 et seq.; LUHMANN, Die 
Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 595 et seq.   
18 ESPOSITO ELENA, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 31;   
19 LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 37; THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 
1090. 
20 BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 27. 
21 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 746; THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche 
Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 1088.   
22 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 746 et seq. 
23 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 748; ESPOSITO ELENA, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas 
Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 33 et sqq.; THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsge-
schichte“, p. 1088.  
24 For example: According to Luhmann the legal system operates with the binary code “just/unjust” and 
everything that can’t be subsumed with this control-formula is not part of the system, cf. LUHMANN, 
Das Recht der Gesellschaft, p. 60 et sqq. The political system uses the code “government/opposition”, 
and the scientific system the code “true/untrue”. The code defines the operation processes within a 
system, its decisive for the function fulfillment, cf. THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechts-
geschichte“, p. 1089. 
25 THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 1080, 1082; LUHMANN, Die Gesell-
schaft der Gesellschaft, p. 92 et seqq., 100-105, 430 et seq.; BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glossar zu 
Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 91; CORSI GIANCARLO, GLU, p. 184.  
26 LUHMANN, Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 100,101.; ESPOSITO ELENA, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas 
Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 186. 
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2. The Society 
The society is a self-referential autopoietic system, which performs through its com-
munications.27 It is the encompassing social system.28 As a result of the autopoiesis 
and the intern-differentiation there are further social self-referential subsystems within 
the society with boundaries to the environment of the system-inside.29 The subsys-
tems of the society, to mention some, are the law, the religion, the economy, the so-
cial system, the science et al. They all produce particular communications under li-
mited conditions and operate autonomously. The society thus comprises all the 
communications, because there is no communication beyond society.30 A subsystem 
can be defined by the form-making boundary to the environment, whereas the envi-
ronment contains the other subsystems.31 The environment of the legal system com-
prises the political, the scientific, the ecological system etc., whereas the environment 
of the political system comprises the legal, the social, the economic system etc. In 
this respect federalism also represents a system within the society, which I will dis-
cuss at a later point (cf. chapter II. 5.).  
 
3. What is culture? 
Culture contains several elements, such as the language, the confession, the tradi-
tion, the ethnicity et al. Culture occurs in the encompassing system society, but also 
in every subsystem of the society, with respectively different contents.32 It can be de-
fined as a respectively differentially coined complex of elements, which appears in all 
realms, i.e. in all systems: the law, the politics, the social system, the education, the 
economy et al. Consequently culture is not a system itself.  
Luhmann compiles the term “meaning”33 in his system theory. Meaning, according to 
his concept, is an orientation-framework within the operations of the system align 
their conduct.34 Since social systems operate with communications, meaning is the 
                                                 
27 See above chapter II. 1.  
28 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 78. 
29 THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 1089; BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glos-
sar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 27; 
30 LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 60 et seq.; BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luh-
manns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 64; LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 80.  
31 Cf. footnote 20. 
32 Culture is differently apprehended in the context of economy or sociality or art or linguistic or tradi-
tionally grown polities. It always depends on the self-reference and its difference to the extrinsic-
reference what content culture has for a system.  
33 „Sinn“, LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 92 et sqq.; LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, 
p. 44 et sqq.  
34 THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechtsgeschichte“, p. 1083.  
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factor, which enables an orientation, i.e. the differentiation between the actual and 
the possible35 contained in the message and the information as components of the 
communication. Nevertheless, what’s actual or possible emerges from the very oper-
ations, so meaning is actually a “product of the operations” within a system.36 Hence 
the meaning, respectively the content of meaning is different for every single system. 
In this respect I would qualify culture as the meaning in the concept of Luhmann’s 
system theory. Conceived as a value (differentiation), culture alters dependent on the 
system.37  
 
4. What is Multiculturalism?  
According to the actuality that culture exists and that it’s present in all the systems of 
the society, multiculturalism exists as well. But how is it constituted?  
Culture is a complex of elements which finds a different occurrence dependant on the 
system it appears in. In federal polities it can be linked to the component units as 
(sub-)systems38. Multiculturalism refers then to the component units and can be de-
scribed as the unity of all the complexes consisting of different cultural (i.e. linguistic, 
confessional, traditional et al.) elements of the respective units. It’s not one element 
that defines the culture of an entity, because not every single element has to be a 
representative or characteristic feature. In Switzerland e.g. “the language, cultural, 
and confessional borderlines go across cantonal frontiers”.39 Instead it’s the interde-
pendence of all the elements and their relation to each other within a complex that 
define the component unit’s culture, which then is different from other entities. The 
component units set limits for the culture, but they also frame it. The crucial point in 
this context is that those component units do not constitute multiculturalism, they 
make it discernible. Hence as culture is the meaning of the society and the therein 
contained systems, multiculturalism is the meaning of federalism.40 
 
                                                 
35 LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 111; BARALDI CLAUDIO, GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns The-
orie sozialer Systeme, p. 170 et seq.    
36 LUHMANN, Die Gesellschaft der Gesellschaft, p. 44; THIER, „Systemtheorie und kirchliche Rechts-
geschichte“, p. 1084.  
37 In compliance to what is stated at the beginning of this chapter (II.3.), culture as “meaning” does 
always have a different conduct dependant on the system (law, religion, education, economy etc.), and 
accordingly dependant on the system-specific operations of each system, as it is their product. 
38 For the disquisition on component units (in Switzerland the cantons) as subsystems in the system 
“federalism” see below (Chapter II. 5.). 
39 FLEINER Thomas/ BASTA FLEINER Lidija R., Federalism, Federal States and Decentralization, p. 
38. 
40 Cf. Chapter II. 5.  
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5. Multiculturalism within the system “federalism” 
Federal states have a form of government with a decentralized structure, that 
enables an allocation of powers to federal, component and/or regional governments. 
The component units in Switzerland are the cantons.  
Federalism is a system within the encompassing system society. It contains further 
subsystems, such as the legal federalism, the economic federalism, the social fede-
ralism, the ecological federalism et al.41 Those subsystems all have a form-building 
boundary that defines them, it corresponds with the system/environment-difference.42 
In this regard federalism is the encompassing system, which includes all the subsys-
tems and provides the intern environment for them.  
Hence federalism can be defined as the unity of the system/environment - differentia-
tions of its subsystems, i.e. the legal federalism, the social federalism, the economic 
federalism, the educational federalism et al.  
Within the society federalism, as a functional system43, fulfils the function of decen-
tralization44 by using the binary code “diversity/unity”. The subsystems of federalism 
accordingly use the codes “social diversity/social unity”, “economic diversi-
ty/economic unity”, “educational diversity/educational unity” etc., whereas the function 
they fulfill for federalism is the segmented decentralization.  
The point of reference for all the subsystems within federalism is the component unit, 
in Switzerland the canton. Due to this concept cantons can be defined as subsystems 
within the system federalism, that function by the binary code “affiliation/no affiliation”, 
whereas they appoint the compatibility with other subsystems by the “structural 
couplings”45. The function they fulfill for federalism is the respectively particular com-
position of diversity. Furthermore the cantons make, as discussed above, multicultu-
ralism discernible. Through the reference to cantons the subsystems of federalism 
gain a meaning dimension. Hence multiculturalism is existential for the legal federal-
ism, the economic federalism, the scientific federalism, the social federalism et al., 
and finally for the federalism as the encompassing system as well.  
                                                 
41 Cf. “autopoiesis” and system-differentiation (or intern-differentiation), chapter II.1.  
42 Cf. chapter II.1.; “As a result of this perspective, a system can be defined by a boundary (“Leitdiffe-
renz”) between itself and its environment. This boundary is the system’s form, which individualizes the 
system and makes the environment the other side of it. (…)”. 
43 Cf. above chapter II. 1.: “He (Luhmann) proceeds by marking those operationally closed self -
referential subsystems as “functional systems”, because it’s their function that individualizes them. For 
the accomplishment of their function, as the decisive point of reference, the subsystems need a “bi-
nary code”. (…)”. 
44 In German I would use in this context the term “Dezentralität”. 
45 Cf. chapter II.1., especially footnote 25 and the therein listed literature.  
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6. The legal federalism  
The legal federalism is a subsystem of federalism. As an autopoietic self-referential 
system it builds further subsystems, which fulfill certain functions for it. The functional 
systems within legal federalism are the federal legal system and the cantonal legal 
system. They operate due to a binary code, which would be “federal competence/not 
federal competence” and “cantonal competence/not cantonal competence”. The func-
tion of those systems is the implementation of the respective allocation of powers 
according to the federal constitution. The cantonal legal system builds a subsystem 
itself, the communal legal system.46 It is a functional system that implements the allo-
cation of the communal responsibilities pursuant to cantonal law. It functions accord-
ing to the code “communal competence/not communal competence”. 
 
III Federalism in Switzerland 
 
Within the Swiss Federation the differentiation between the federal government and 
the government of the component units is based on the determination unity contra 
diversity.47 The Swiss federation has a decentralized structure, which enables the 
implementation of that code, as the decisive feature for the functioning of federalism. 
Through the reference either to the federal level or to the component unit’s level the 
functioning of federalism gains a meaning dimension as multiculturalism occurs dis-
cerned in the respectively different culture complexes of the cantons. The legal sys-
tem accommodates the differentiation between unity and diversity and implements it 
by allocating powers either to the federal or to the cantonal level.  
 
1. The Swiss Legal Federalism  
In accordance with Article 1 of the Swiss federal constitution (“Bundesverfassung der 
Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft”, BV) the Swiss federation is constituted by the 
Swiss people and the twenty six cantons. This explicit provision of unity by implicitly 
introducing diversity is the cornerstone of the Swiss federal state. The realization of 
this basic differentiation is carried out by the distribution of powers pursuant to the 
federal constitution.  
 
                                                 
46 This assumption is true for Switzerland, which has a decentralized structure containing the federal, 
the cantonal and the communal (municipal) level (see below).   
47 Cf. chapter II. 5.  
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2. The Sovereignty 
As a constitutionally laid down principle48, the cantons are sovereign as long and in-
sofar as their sovereignty is not limited by the federal constitution (Art. 3 BV). Accord-
ing to Art. 49 BV the Federation has to attend to the autonomy of the cantons. In this 
respect sovereignty means that the cantons have the right to self-rule within the 
realm of their competences and their territory. The cantonal sovereignty49 includes 
diverse components: the decision-making power50, the state character51, the organi-
zational autonomy and fiscal sovereignty52. As functional systems within federalism 
the cantons operate with the binary code “affiliation/no affiliation”, whereas the consti-
tutionally provided sovereignty enables them to fulfill their functions autonomously. In 
doing so they reveal legal, economic, cultural, social et al. diversity within federal-
ism.53    
 
 
 
                                                 
48 Historically Switzerland as a state is based on the consolidation of the old medieval states of Swit-
zerland. From the very beginning the autonomy and sovereignty of the respective states was a crucial 
feature in the bottom-up state building of the Swiss Confederation, cf. FLEINER THOMAS, Switzer-
land: Constitution of the Federal State and the Cantons, p. 103, 104, 106.; MENGISTU AREFAINE, p. 
37.; LINDER WOLF, p. 8.  
49 TÖPPERWIEN NICOLE, Nation-State and Normative Diversity, p. 255-257 ; FLEINER THOMAS, 
Switzerland: Constitution of the Federal State and the Cantons, p. 109-111. 
50 FLEINER Thomas/BASTA FLEINER Lidija R., Federalism, Federal States and Decentralization, p. 
31/32: The cantons have decision-making power including the legislative as well as the executive and 
judicial power. Within the cantonal constitutional order the cantons have law-making power and can 
dispose of their own executive authorities, which are responsible either to the people or to the Parlia-
ment of the respective canton (and not to the federal executive).Traditionally the judicial power in a 
federal state is vested within different levels. In Switzerland there are also parallel judiciaries both at 
the federal and the cantonal level. The cantons can organize their own court system and they also 
have the competence to regulate the court procedure by cantonal law (Art. 122 Clause 2 BV, Art. 123 
Clause 2 BV). FLEINER Thomas/BASTA FLEINER Lidija R., Constitutional Democracy in a Multicul-
tural and Globalized World, p. 585. 
51 FLEINER Thomas/BASTA FLEINER Lidija R., Federalism, Federal States and Decentralization, p. 
29: As holder of the sovereign power, the cantons have state character. The same is provided by their 
original right to self-constituting decisions, embodied in the constitutions (“Kantonsverfassungen”) they 
themselves pass (Art. 51 BV). That pouvoir constituant is an expression of their organizational auton-
omy. Naturally, that autonomy is not an unlimited one as the cantons are obligated “to pass their re-
spective legal acts in pursuance of the federal legal order” (so-called federal supremacy clause, Art. 
49 Clause 1 BV). The cantonal constitutions also have to be warranted by the federal government (Art. 
51 Clause 2 BV).  
52 Pursuant to the organizational autonomy the cantons are financially sovereign. The fiscal power is 
vested with the federal as well as with the cantonal authorities (Art. 127 BV et sqq.). The cantons can 
autonomously impose taxes. In this regard it is essential for each entity to dispose of its own fiscal 
resources without federal conditions for the fulfillment of its duties. Accordingly the budgetary power 
goes hand in hand with the sovereign power of the cantons. FLEINER Thomas/BASTA FLEINER Lidi-
ja R., Federalism, Federal States and Decentralization, p. 30; FLEINER Thomas, BASTA Lidija R., 
Constitutional Democracy in a Multicultural and Globalized World, p. 581 et seq., 584.; cf. also WATTS 
RONALD, p. 43 et seqq. 
53 Cf. above chapter II. 5.  
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3. The Federal Legal System 
The Federation fulfils all the duties, which the federal constitution assigns to it (Art. 42 
Clause 1 BV). In accordance with the autonomous operations of the federal legal sys-
tem and in correspondence to its function to allocate federal powers and thereby to 
provide legal unity, Clause 2 of the same Article states: “It [the Federation] takes 
those assignments over, which require an uniform regulation.”.  
The allocation of rights and duties as stated in the constitution is organized according 
to the system of enumerated federal powers: Each new issue that is not regulated in 
the constitution implicitly can be attributed to the cantons’ competences54. In this 
manner a consistent allocation of competences is warranted.  
The constitutionally stated competences of the Federation conform to the principle of 
conferral55. The scope of the federal competences is determined by the federal con-
stitution and has to be rooted therein. Federal laws or other legislative acts can not 
establish any competences for the Federation. This complies with the function of the 
federal legal system to implement the allocation of federal powers pursuant to the 
federal constitution.  
 
3.1. The specification of the enumerated federal competences 
The constitutional allocation of competences can be classified by certain subject or 
legal matters56, or by the governmental functions such as the legislation, the adminis-
tration57 or the jurisdiction58. The specification of federal competences is part of the 
subsumtion of the scope of the respective matters to the federal legal system by the 
code “federal competence/not federal competence”.   
Provided that the Federation has the comprehensive legislative competence within a 
field of reference, then it can regulate this subject or legal matter all-embracing.59 
That includes the legislation, the execution and the decision power over the imple-
                                                 
54 Art. 3 BV, second sentence; STAUFFER, TÖPPERWIEN, THALMANN-TORRES, p. 345.; Cf. dis-
cussion in chapter III. 4. regarding the residuary power of the cantons.  
55 In German „Prinzip der Einzelermächtigung“. 
56 According to Art. 60 Clause 1 BV for example, the Federation is competent in the military field, or 
due to Art. 98 BV in the banking and insurance field, respectively understood as subjective unity. The 
legal matters encompass the legal regulation of a matter such as the civil law or the criminal law (Art. 
122, 123 BV).; HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 309, 310. 
57 Cf. for example Art. 52 Clause 2, or Art. 81 BV. 
58 Cf. for example the regulations regarding the Federal Court, Art.189 BV.  
59 HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 311. 
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mentation.60 Being competent pursuant to a fragmentary legislative competence the 
Federation can regulate the respective matter only partially.61 Aiming to provide a 
certain unity while leaving leeway to the cantons for a detailed regulation, the consti-
tution contains several norms, which state (only) a basic legislative competence for 
the Federation.62 Art. 44 Clause 1 BV states that, “the Federation and the cantons 
support each other in the fulfillment of their respective assignments and cooperate.” 
This principle finds supplementary implementation through the fostering legislative 
competences of the Federation. Based on those competences the Federation can 
insert its supporting activities by legislation on issues allocated within the cantonal 
competence realm.63  
The specification of the respective federal competence is further necessary for the 
fulfillment of the system-function as the autopoietic federal legal system accommo-
dates its operations due to the very code “federal competence/not federal compe-
tence”.64 
 
3.2. The relation between the federal legal system and the cantonal legal sys-
tem 
3.2.1. The differentiation between the federal and the cantonal competences 
As discussed above the allocation of powers is provided by the enumeration of the 
federal competences in the federal constitution.65 Since this division of powers leads 
to a clearly defined responsibility differentiation between the two legal systems, the 
boundary66 between the federal legal system and the cantonal legal system corres-
ponds to the differentiation between the federal and the cantonal competences. The 
                                                 
60 The comprehensive legislative competences within the constitution can be identified by the means 
of the legal terminology used to describe it. Some of the issues concerned are stated in Art. 60 Clause 
1, Art. 61 Clause 1, Art. 74, Clause 1, Art. 83 Clause 1, Art. 100 Clause 1 BV. 
61 HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 311, For example, in regard of the cantonal competences, the Federation can 
impose taxes only within a restricted, by the constitution clearly defined field. According to Art. 128 
Clause 1 BV the Federation can levy the direct federal taxes and accordant to Art. 130 Clause 1 BV 
the sales taxes. The residuary power within that regulatory field rests with the cantons. 
62 HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 312, This kind of competence includes also the possibility to give instructions 
to the cantons concerning certain issues of the respective matter. Thus the cantons can regulate those 
matters autonomously within the scope of their competences according to their peculiar means. The 
issues introduced in this manner within the constitutional allocation of powers are for example the land 
planning according to Art. 75 Clause 1 BV or the regulation of the naturalization pursuant to Art. 38 
Clause 2 BV. 
63 Cf. Art. 78 Clause 3 BV concerning nature and environment conservancy, Art 70 Clause 3 – 5 BV 
concerning the languages; HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 312.  
64 Cf. chapter II. 6. 
65 Cf. Art. 3 and 42 BV.  
66 Cf. chapter II. 1., the boundary indicates in this context the differentiation of the system/environment 
- difference of the respective systems.  
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federal competences provided by the constitution can have subsequent abrogate 
power67, original abrogate power68, or they can persist concurrently69 to the cantonal 
competences.  
 
3.2.2. The implementation of federal law 
The legislative competence of the Federation in a certain subject matter or legal mat-
ter usually includes also the power to implement. However, the Federation has also 
the possibility to delegate the implementation duty to the cantons by law, because 
the competence encompasses also the decision on the implementation modality.70 In 
this context the constitutional devise laid down in Art. 46 Clause 1 BV becomes rele-
vant: “The cantons implement the federal law as provided in the constitution and fed-
eral legislature”. It is rather rare, that the constitution entrusts the Federation with 
coercible implementation competences. “It is the cantons which are in charge of car-
rying out most federal law.”71 According to Art. 46 Clause 2 BV the Federation is obli-
gated to leave enough maneuvering room to the cantons and to take the cantonal 
peculiarities into account.  
This provision hints the differentiation between unity and diversity in accordance with 
the function of the respective legal system to implement the constitutionally provided 
allocation of powers.72 It also reveals the structural coupling of the two systems 
through the influence, which the federal legal system takes on the cantonal legal sys-
tem by entrusting it with the implementation of federal law. In so doing the federal 
                                                 
67 HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 313. This means that as long as the Federation doesn’t call for its compe-
tences, the cantons can legislate in the respective realm. The reason for such a regulation lies in the 
importance of a consistently assured responsibilities allocation system. Of course, as soon as the 
Federation accepts its responsibility, the respective competence of the canton lapses. 
68 HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 314. Competences of the Federation with original abrogate power exclude 
any activities of the cantons within the scope of the respective matter from the very constitutional be-
ginning. They are the exception, since they have the inherent hazard of constructing a regulatory va-
cuum. Cf. also WATTS RONALD L., Comparing Federal Systems, p. 37 et seq.: “exclusive power”.  
69 At first site concurrent power seems to run counter to the principle of the allocation of powers. Yet, 
this particular competence does not entail the interference of federal and cantonal competences, even 
if it is both the federal and the cantonal power acting on a respective issue. The Federation as well as 
the cantons can exploit their respective competences without affecting one another. However those 
competences are rare in the catalogue of the federal constitution. Some examples are: Art. 63 Clause 
2 BV concerning the universities, Art. 128 BV concerning the taxes or Art. 57 BV concerning state 
security. Cf. also WATTS RONALD L., Comparing Federal Systems, p. 38.  
70 Then again it is often the constitution itself, which devises the particular functions to different enti-
ties, such as the legislation of a matter to the Federation and the implementation of the same to the 
cantons, for example Art. 122 Clause 2, 123 Clause 2 BV.  
71 STAUFFER THOMAS, TÖPPERWIEN NICOLE, THALMANN-TORRES URS, p. 346. 
72 Cf. chapter II. 6.  
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legal system has an impact on the structures of the cantonal legal system, which still 
operates autonomously according to the respective “cantonal peculiarity”.73   
 
3.2.3. The revision of the federal constitution 
A further issue to be considered in this respect is the revision of the constitution as a 
federal matter (Art. 192-195 BV).74 Since it is the very federal constitution exclusively 
that entrusts the respective competences to either the federal or the cantonal level75, 
the revision of powers is vested within the Federation as well.76 However, this federal 
power is limited by the shared rule of the cantons. System theoretically speaking this 
obligatory approval of the cantons for the revision of the constitution can be defined 
as an instrument of the structural couplings between the federal and the cantonal 
legal system.77  
 
3.2.4. The Council of the Cantons 
Another given factor as to the relation of the federal and the cantonal legal system is 
stated by the Council of the Cantons (“Ständerat”). The Council is a federal organ 
within the federal governmental organization and part of the Federal Assembly as the 
federal law-making power. It is constituted by the federal constitution and is a struc-
ture78 of the federal legal system. Although the operations within a system function 
autonomously and autopoieticaly closed, the cantons can, at least in theory, 
represent their interests in the Council, which then has an impact on the operations of 
the federal legal system.79  
 
 
 
                                                 
73 Cf. chapter II. 1. regarding “structural couplings”.  
74 Constitutionally provided, the revision of the federal constitution requires the double majority, mean-
ing the majority of the voters as well as the majority of the cantons for the approval. Thereby the result 
of the election within the canton stands for the “cantonal vote” pursuant to Art. 142 Clause 3 BV, whe-
reas the cantons listed in Clause 4 have half a vote.  
75 Cf. also chapter III. 3: „The scope of the federal competences is determined by the federal constitu-
tion and has to be rooted therein. Federal laws or other legislative acts can not establish any compe-
tences for the Federation. (…)”.  
76 HÄFELIN/HALLER, p. 268; STAUFFER THOMAS, TÖPPERWIEN NICOLE, THALMANN-TORRES 
URS, p. 435. 
77 Art. 140 Clause 1 lit. a and c, Art. 142 Clause 1-4 BV; STAUFFER THOMAS, TÖPPERWIEN 
NICOLE, THALMANN-TORRES URS, p. 435.; see below chapter III. 5. 
78 CORSI GIANCARLO ,GLU, Glossar zu Niklas Luhmanns Theorie sozialer Systeme, p. 184, 185; 
LUHMANN, Soziale Systeme, p. 73 et seq., 377 et seqq. 
79 FLEINER Thomas, BASTA Lidija R., Constitutional Democracy in a Multicultural and Globalized 
World, p. 622; LINDER WOLF, p. 44-49.; cf. above chapter II.1. regarding “structural couplings”.  
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4. The Cantonal Legal System 
As a functional system within federalism the cantonal legal system functions accord-
ing to the code “cantonal competence/not cantonal competence”. Pursuant to the 
subsidiary clause in favor of the cantonal power, which results from the system of the 
enumeration of federal competences in the federal constitution (Art. 42 BV), there is a 
presumption for the allocation of competences to the cantonal level. Thus the federal 
constitution allocates diverse competences directly to the cantons.80 In this manner 
the allocation of powers corresponds to the differentiation of unity and diversity, as 
the cantons fulfill those assignments, which do not need a uniform regulation81. With-
in the scope of the residuary competences deduced from the federal constitution, 
they can operate autonomously (cf. Art. 3, 43 BV) by implementing the allocation of 
cantonal powers.  
 
5. The Participation of the Cantons on the Federal Level 
The differentiation as well as the relation of the respective scope of the federal and 
cantonal competences is provided by the federal constitution. Both are crucial for the 
differentiation between the federal and the cantonal legal system and their operation-
al autonomy. Likewise the instruments of the structural coupling between the two sys-
tems result from the federal constitution as well.82 The cantons as subsystems within 
federalism and part of the inner-environment for the federal legal system also take an 
influence on the same, respectively on its operations83, which is carried out by the 
cantonal legal system. The following participation facilities of the cantons on the fed-
eral level can be qualified as instruments of the structural coupling between the two 
autonomous, operationally closed legal systems: 
- the mandatory constitution referendum (Art. 140 Clause 1 lit. a and c; 
Art. 142 Clause 1-4 BV) 
- the initiative of the cantons (Art. 160 Clause 1 BV in connection with 
Art. 115 ParlG (the statute of the Parliament))  
- the mandatory treaty referendum (Art. 140 Clause 1 lit. b BV) 
- the optional referendum against federal laws and statutes (Art. 141 
Clause 1 lit a, b and c BV) 
                                                 
80 The matters allocated to the cantonal power by the federal constitution are for example: education 
Art. 62 BV and culture Art. 69 BV.  
81 Cf. Art. 42 Clause 2 BV. 
82 Cf. also chapter III.3.2.  
83 Cf. chapter II.1. regarding “structural couplings”. 
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- the optional treaty referendum (Art. 141 Clause 1 lit. d BV) 
- the election of the delegates for the Council of the Cantons (Art. 150 
BV). 
 
6. The Communal Legal System 
The communal legal system is a subsystem of the cantonal legal system. Its function 
is the implementation of the allocation of communal responsibilities according to can-
tonal law. The autonomy of the communities is provided by the cantonal law as 
stated in the federal constitution (Art. 50 BV).84 Hence the cantonal law provides the 
allocation of powers between the cantonal and the communal level and constitutes 
the boundary between the two functional systems. In doing so, the cantons fulfill a 
constitutionally stated assignment themselves. The communal legal system functions 
then autonomously and fulfills its duties according to the code “communal compe-
tence/not communal competence”.   
 
IV. Conclusion 
As the crucial feature in the Swiss federal system the sovereignty of the cantons pro-
vided by the federal constitution enables the conservation of the cultural and legal 
traditions of the cantons. The constitutional allocation of powers either to the federal 
or the cantonal level enables the legal systems to function autonomously by confer-
ring to each other by diverse instruments of structural couplings. Furthermore the 
allocation of the respective powers as the function of the legal systems corresponds 
to the differentiation between unity and diversity as the functional code of federalism. 
The respectively particular composition of cultural diversity of the cantons is then 
provided by the operationally closed autopoietic cantonal legal system. As a result 
multiculturalism appears within federalism since the cantons make culture discerna-
ble.    
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
84 FLEINER Thomas, BASTA Lidija R., Constitutional Democracy in a Multicultural and Globalized 
World, p. 628.; LINDER WOLF, p. 49-52.; TÖPPERWIEN NICOLE, Nation-State and Normative Di-
versity, p. 257. 
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